How to Solve Country-Specific
Legal & Fiscal Challenges
O N CE A N D F OR AL L

Fiscal and legal requirements can put a damper on new sales
ventures — and make expanding into a new country or
marketplace even more challenging.

How can your retail organization
ensure compliance with all fiscal and
legal requirements... regardless of
the location on the globe?
Especially when you want to...
Expand Your
Business

Ensure
Compliance

Change Your
Retail Processes

into a new
country, quickly!

across your stores
and touchpoints.

without worrying about
legal & fiscal compliance.

Some Common Headaches
Different store formats
may have different
retail processes,
requiring different
compliance measures.

Your IT infrastructure and
shared retail processes
are centralized, but your
stores are located
around the world.
Today’s
omni-touchpoint
retailing environment
comprises a complex
web of POS hardware,
kiosks, self-service and
mobile checkout
options, which can
vary from store to store.

Loyalty campaigns
come with complex
promotions and
discounts.

The laws in a particular area
can change frequently and
with little warning—and
you’ve got to implement the
changes on short notice!

You’ve got to offer the full range
of payment methods in a
compliant environment, from cash
to vouchers, credit cards, debit
cards and mobile transactions.

We created Vynamic
CPaaS to end those
headaches once and
for all.
Our cloud-native solution for
retailers offers you the tools you
need to streamline the process
from beginning to end:

Support for taxation,
localization, fiscal
reporting and accounting

Expertise in the regional fiscal
and legal requirements in
60+ countries

Coverage for all store
touchpoints, fiscal printers
and POS/ERP software

Audit support for ongoing
changes in fiscal laws,
featuring “watchdog” services

We’ll Support You Each Step of the Way.
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Update fiscalization processes
(ongoing cycle through steps 3-6).
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Monitor legal updates to ensure ongoing compliancy.
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Report required data at prescribed intervals to
local tax authorities.
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Store all necessary transaction and personal data securely
and in compliance with local data protection laws.
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Implement the latest fiscal requirements on
each store touchpoint.
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Design the proper retail processes and set up store
hardware, peripherals and software accordingly.
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Define the legal criteria for each
country and store format.

The building blocks
behind Vynamic CPaaS
are purpose-built to
help you succeed:
• An integrated, yet fully abstracted solution:
We support all your store touchpoints, retail
processes and POS software without requiring
changes to your existing IT infrastructure
• A secure central repository: We store all tax-related data for each and every
transaction safely and securely, preventing data manipulation after the
transaction is closed
• A reliable auditing process: We ensure complete understanding and up-to-date
implementation of all changes to fiscal laws
• A single, centrally managed solution: Hosted as-a-service, this ensures
streamlined support and the highest levels of efficiency and speed to market

Vynamic CPaaS is the
industry-leading answer to
your ongoing fiscalization
and compliance headaches
in more than 60 countries.
Harnessing the power of open APIs, our
advanced software ensures every touchpoint
in your stores has access to both the cloud
repository and locally connected fiscal
peripherals, so you have a single source of
truth for all legal and fiscal requirements
24/7, 365 days a year.

With Diebold Nixdorf as your global fiscalization partner,
you can shift your focus to your store expansion strategy.
Find out more at DieboldNixdorf.com/VRP

